In business one has to take risks and that’s exactly what Khayelitsha’s first dry-cleaning pioneer did.

Mzoxolo Kutta started Nkomshish Laundry Services in February last year. Now he is on the verge of opening his second laundromat at Harare Hubspace. “We saw a need in the community and started slowly by offering our services to sports clubs and schools. Now everyone in Khayelitsha knows about our services,” Kutta said.

He attributed his business’ success to the fact that people who work are too busy to give their washing 100% attention – now his focus has shifted. “I want to thank them for the effort and improvement in the company. They assisted the company in putting good systems and proper administration in place,” he said.

“I want to thank Dr Morris for giving us the opportunity to benefit on the programme. “These systems will strengthen the tracking system on customer’s clothes and bookkeeping systems which will help keep financial records accurate in terms of balance sheets and reconciliation.”

Jarrod Schilling described the EESA programme “as a life-changing experience,” where students help historically disadvantaged entrepreneurs in the townships. “This operations plan will allow Nkomshish Laundry Services to streamline the business and make growing into new locations much easier,” Schilling said.

“Luvuyo Rani, Kutta heard about various partnerships and mentorship programmes through business forums and workshops to help him with his bookkeeping system,” Kutta said.

“Thank you for being a game changer in Khayelitsha knows about our services,” Kutta said.

“Khayelitsha’s first dry-cleaning pioneer did.”

“I felt I was not giving my business enough attention – now my focus has shifted and grown. I will make this a brand name enough attention – now my focus has shifted.”

“Mzoxolo Kutta told us a need in the community and started slowly by offering our services to sports clubs and schools. Now everyone in Khayelitsha knows about our services,” Kutta said.

“Now everyone in Khayelitsha knows about our services,” Kutta said.